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September review
the U.S. dollar’s summer surge gave way to a September slide. 
the greenback slid to three-month lows as diminishing fears of 
a global trade war quelled investor appetite for safe bets like the 
world’s reserve currency. Washington announced another trade 
tariff on beijing who responded in kind. Yet the modest levies 
were not expected to have a material impact on global growth. 
the dollar solidified its decline after the Federal reserve came 
through with its third interest rate hike of the year, but its 
statement, maintaining the status quo of gradual rate increases, 
was read as somewhat dovish by the market.    

 � Safe havens underperformed after an exchange of relatively 
modest trade tariffs between the U.S. and china failed to 
spook investors.

 � the euro and sterling strengthened, while emerging markets 
rebounded at the expense of safer plays like the dollar and yen.

 � the Fed raised rates to 2.25% from 2%, but removed its 
‘accommodative’ policy bias, suggesting it could have fewer 
arrows (i.e. rate hikes) in its quiver.

October risk events and key themes
Having squandered some of its 2018 upturn, the dollar will 
look for direction from Fed-impacting data on the job market, 
inflation and consumer spending, America’s main growth 
engine. A focus on the U.S. economy could be a good thing 
for the dollar with strong growth likely to keep pressure on the 
Fed to push borrowing rates higher. Political factors will also 
be important for the dollar ahead of U.S. midterm elections in 
early November.        

 � Attention will be on early October job growth, mid-month 
retail spending and the initial estimate of third quarter growth 
in late October.

 � Political factors could prove paramount for the buck ahead of 
the midterm elections on Nov. 6.

 � Dollar headwinds could intensify if republicans lose control 
of congress, a scenario that could make it difficult on the 
trump administration to advance its pro-growth agenda. ECONOMIC DAtA

 � Base Rate:  2.25%

 � GDP:  4.2%

 � Inflation:  2.0%

 � Unemployment:  3.9%

 � Trade Balance:  -$50.1 Bn 
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CANADA

September review
A strong finish to the third quarter propelled the canadian dollar 
to its highest level in three months. cautious optimism about a 
new Nafta agreement, elevated expectations of a local rate hike 
and a softer U.S. dollar all conspired to buoy canada’s currency. 
An updated trade pact with the U.S. and Mexico would bode well 
for canada’s economy since it sends most of its exports, about 
75%, to the U.S. Oil markets appreciated to multi-month highs 
above $70, stiffening tailwinds on commodity-driven currencies.

 � Low unemployment and high inflation suggested an elevated 
likelihood of the bank of canada raising borrowing rates to 
1.75% from 1.50% on Oct. 24.

 � A rate hike in October would mark the fifth one since mid-
2017, higher rate policy that’s supportive of the canadian 
dollar’s attractiveness.

 � Washington imposed an Oct. 1 deadline for trade officials to 
reach a revised agreement on Nafta. 

October risk events and key themes
Developments with respect to global trade and interest rates 
will be among the chief drivers of the canadian currency. 
Should canada raise rates, it would help to partially offset 
higher rate policy south of the border that’s been a boon for 
the U.S. currency. canada’s central bank has flagged global 
trade uncertainties as a downside risk to growth, so failure to 
modernize Nafta would risk torpedoing an imminent rate hike. 

 � Nafta talks and a late month central bank decision in 
Ottawa will be important events for the canadian dollar’s 
coming prospects.

 � For the canadian dollar to add to its recent outperformance, 
Nafta would have to survive, keeping a vital trade artery flowing.

 � USDcAD shed about 1% in September but still holds a 
year-to-date gain of roughly 3%.

ECONOMIC DAtA
 � Base Rate:  1.50%

 � GDP:  2.9% 

 � Inflation:  2.8%

 � Unemployment:  6.0%

 � Trade Balance:  -C$0.11 Bn 

CAD
JOE MANIMBO, CURRENCY STRATEGIST – NORTH AMERICA

Source: Reuters, 2018
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UNITED KINGDOM

ECONOMIC DAtA

GBP
September review
Volatility in the currency market continued to plague the british 
Pound in September. GbP/USD recovered back to $1.33 before 
recording its biggest daily decline since June 2017, plunging 
nearly 1.5% back towards the key $1.30 level. GbP/eUr climbed 
to 9-week highs just shy of €1.13, before suffering its biggest 
weekly decline since mid-July, slipping back towards €1.11. 

In September, renewed optimism that the UK and eU would 
likely clinch a divorce deal, initially helped the pound climb 
higher.  However, an eU summit in Austria halted the Sterling’s 
elevation. the eU rejected UK Prime Minster theresa May’s 
“chequers” plan, advising that the usual sticking points like 
trade and the Irish border were still major hurdles to overcome. 
the Sterling sell-off commenced and Ms May exacerbated the 
pound’s decline by confirming negotiations had reached an 
impasse and that no deal was still better than a bad deal.  

 � UK inflation unexpectedly rose to a 6-month high of 2.7%, 
reinforcing expectations that policymakers will raise interest 
rates in the UK over the next few years, which lifted the pound.

 � Positive retail sales data also gave the pound a short-lived boost.

 � Unsurprisingly though, the negative brexit news trumped the 
positive data impact and Sterling got a harsh reality check.

October risk events and key themes
the pound will remain ultra-sensitive to any brexit related news 
this month. the main risk event falls on Oct 18-19 when eU leaders 
meet at a crucial summit in brussels, hoping to reach a divorce deal 
agreement with the UK. Although the eU has planned an emergency 
summit in November, substantial progress towards reaching a deal 
is expected to be made in October. the risk of britain crashing out 
the eU without a deal is increasing and has left Sterling subject to 
sharp sell-offs in the past. Should brexit negotiations continue to 
stall, GbP/USD is at risk of falling back under $1.30 and GbP/eUr 
could test below €1.10 again. the pound is also vulnerable to 
the possibility of mounting political turmoil that may arise from 
the conservative Party conference held on Sep 30th – Oct 3rd.  

 � there are grounds for cautious optimism though; the UK 
and eU might reach an agreement or at least make headway 
towards a deal. If the two parties succeed in significantly 
developing talks, particularly on the topic of the Irish border 
issue, Sterling could retrace its steps back up to $1.33 
against the dollar and possibly march on to $1.35.

 � Similarly, GbP/eUr could potentially gravitate back towards 
€1.13 and might even test June highs above €1.14. Despite 
this optimism though, the brexit fog appears to be thickening 
and the future value of the pound remains deeply uncertain.  � Base Rate: 0.75%

 � GDP: 1.3%

 � CPI: 2.7%

 � Unemployment: 4.0%

 � Trade Balance: £-9.97  Bn 
 

GEORGE VESSEY, CURRENCY ANALYST – UNITED KINGDOM

Source: Reuters, 2018
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EURO ZONE

ECONOMIC DAtA

September review
the euro did not show any real signs of recovery in September, 
instead moving sideways against its main peers. cautious 
monetary guidance from european central bankers and 
evidence the eurozone economy has limited resilience against 
mounting external risks, saw global investors turning away from 
the euro again. However, the european currency did register 
a small rally during the second half of the month, after a dip in 
concerns over the US/china trade spat caused a sudden rise in 
risk appetite across markets. 

 � the ecb still views global risk as well balanced despite a 
worrying downgrade of the global outlook. Guidance on rates 
remain unchanged as no hike is expected before Autumn 2019.

 � the ease of concerns around the Italian budget and brexit 
talks gave the euro a fresh boost. 

 � eUr/USD bounced back to its 5-month ceiling of $1.18 after 
chinese authorities hinted at a plan to cut their average 
import tariff this year.

October risk events and key themes
Fasten your seatbelt for potential volatility in October as the 
euro faces several key political events. brexit talks expect to 
reach a final deal decision at the October european Summit, 
and the european commission will provide an overview of the 
Italian budget draft, both of which could bring back political and 
financial instabilities in europe. the upcoming ecb meeting 
may be non-event as it still looks too early for central bankers to 
adjust their guidance on rates before Autumn 2019.  

 � Market sentiment and risk appetite should be a key driver of 
euro volatility this month.

 � A rejection of the Italian budget by european officials and/or 
a no-deal scenario on brexit are the two main downside risks 
for euro, especially against the US dollar and Swiss franc.

 � eurozone turmoil could pull the eUr/USD below $1.15, 
while the eUr/cHF needs signs of eurozone stability to start 
recovering toward ₣1.15.

 � Policy Rate:  0.0% 

 � Annual GDP:  2.1%

 � Annual Inflation:  2.0%

 � Unemployment:  8.2%

 � Trade Balance:  €17.6 Bn

GUILLAUME DEJEAN, CURRENCY STRATEGIST – EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA

Source: Reuters, 2018
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cUrreNcY OUtLOOK
SWITZERLAND

ECONOMIC DAtA

CHF

 � Base Rate:  -0.75%

 � Annual GDP:  3.4% (Q2)

 � Annual CPI:  1.2% (July)

 � Unemployment:  2.6% (July)

 � Trade Balance:  CHF 2,134 M (May)

September review
the Swiss Franc remained bid for most of September as increased 
global tensions meant investors carried on buying safer assets. 
eUr/cHF has failed to break above SFr1.13 comfortably all month 
but has fallen to a new 15-month low of SFr1.1181. the Swiss 
National bank (SNb) held a monetary policy meeting on the 20th 
of September. the forecast was to see policy remain loose over 
the foreseeable future with no chance of any change prior to the 
ecb. the inflation number for Switzerland is expected to remain 
lack lustre for the rest of the year as the currency has gained close 
to 7% since April’s high in eUr/cHF. concerns from the SNb did 
little to weaken the Franc as it has held below the SFr1.13 handle 
and the average month to date position is SFr1.1265.    

 � GbP/cHF has been following brexit stories closely but 
moves to the downside will have been exacerbated due to 
the safe have currency buying into the Franc as well.

 � USD/cHF has also fallen with investors leaning more 
towards the Swiss Franc rather than the US currency.

October risk events and key themes
the rhetoric for the Franc will inevitably remain the same for 
October. china recently rejecting trade talks with the US has 
re-ignited a fresh round of safe haven buying. Unless the SNb 
intervenes in currency markets the Franc could continue to gain 
against majority of currencies especially as brexit negotiations 
will reach a climax and the US-Sino trade wars will play a big 
part in shaping the future of global trade. the inflation number 
for Switzerland could be the first test for the nation, due to 
the rising currency this could impact the actual figure which 
currently sits at 1.2%, a multi-year high.     

 � eUr/cHF has been stuck in a tight range so far this month, 
but downside risks could see the pair test the SFr1.10 region 
with upside potential around the SFr1.15.

 � GbP/cHF, a break lower we could see the SFr1.22 offer 
support for the pair but upside gains could also be limited at 
around SFr1.29.

ADAM MA, CURRENCY ANALYST – UNITED KINGDOM

Source: Reuters, 2018
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PLN
September review
Poland’s zloty and most emerging markets rebounded toward 
the end of the third quarter. emerging markets stabilized after 
a rout thanks in part to proactive moves by some central banks 
to raise interest rates to astounding heights. Juicier yields were 
aimed at tackling high inflation and shoring up beleaguered 
currencies. turkey raised its benchmark rate to 24% while 
Argentina hiked borrowing costs to a stunning 60%. 

 � A softer U.S. dollar helped the zloty rebound from 15-month 
lows hit in August above 3.80.

 � emerging markets were buoyed by reduced fears of a 
U.S.-china trade war, resulting in improved investor appetite 
for riskier assets.

 � Poland’s zloty was on track for a 1% month-to-date gain that 
helped it narrow its year-to-date losses of approximately 5%.

October risk events and key themes
emerging markets could experience renewed volatility after 
the Federal reserve in September raised borrowing rates for 
the third time in 2018 and penciled in more to come. the Fed’s 
policy tightening campaign that began in late 2015 has shifted 
investment away from risker regions to safer U.S. shores where 
borrowing rates continue to climb.  

 � banking system vulnerabilities: Prevalent dollar-denominated 
loans become harder to repay for borrowers in emerging 
markets when the greenback rises and local currencies falter.

 � the zloty will take its cues from fundamental factors such as 
a local interest-rate meeting on Oct. 3.

 � America’s midterm elections in November loom as a source 
of uncertainty and downside risk for emerging economies.

 � Base Rate: 1.5%

 � GDP: 1.0% (q/q) 

 � Inflation: 2.0%

 � Unemployment: 5.9%

JOE MANIMBO, CURRENCY STRATEGIST – NORTH AMERICA

Source: Reuters, 2018
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AUSTRALIA

ECONOMIC DAtA

AUD
September review
the Australian dollar plunged to new lows in September as 
the sharp escalation in the US-china trade wars pressured the 
economically-sensitive currency. 

With large exposure to global growth expectations due to 
Australia’s mammoth commodity sector, the AUD is highly 
sensitive to these trade fears. 

Locally, strong economic growth figures appeared unlikely to 
shift the reserve bank of Australia’s current views, with slow 
wages growth meaning the Australian central bank is unlikely to 
hike rates any time soon.          

 � the AUDUSD fell to the lowest level since February 2016. 
the AUDJPY fell to two-year lows while the AUDeUr hit 
three-year lows.

 � Australian June-quarter GDP numbers came in stronger than 
expected. At 3.4% in annual terms, this was the best result 
since 2012.

October risk events and key themes
the reserve bank of Australia has kept Australian interest rates 
at 1.50% for over two years and is in no hurry to raise rates 

the rbA painted a slightly more upbeat view of the Australian 
economy last month with the pick-up in economic activity in the 
second-quarter national accounts seen as a positive. 

However, with inflation below target and wages growth near 
decade-lows, local analysts have spent the last year pushing 
out forecasts for the long-awaited rbA rate hike.          

 � the Australian bond market has pushed out expectations 
for an rbA rate hike until mid 2020 despite the large rise 
in bond yields across the world. this divergence in policy 
expectations can pressure the AUD further.

 � the main economic focus this month will be Australian 
inflation numbers due on 31 October.

 � Base Rate: 1.50%

 � GDP: 3.40%

 � CPI: 2.10%

 � Unemployment: 5.30%

 � Trade Balance: 1.6 Bn (AUD) 

STEVEN DOOLEY, CURRENCY STRATEGIST – ASIA PACIFIC

Source: Reuters, 2018
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JAPAN

ECONOMIC DAtA
 � Policy Rate:  -0.1% 

 � Annual GDP:  1.0% 

 � Annual CPI:  0.9%

 � Unemployment:  2.5%

 � Trade Balance:  -¥445 Bn

JPY
September review
After successive months of concern, first ignited by escalating 
trade tensions and then higher volatility across emerging markets, 
investors showed interest in riskier assets at the expense of 
safe haven assets like yen. Signs of resolution in both brexit and 
NAFtA talks, along with an olive branch extended by chinese 
authorities to their trade partners, saw global investors become 
more optimistic about the global outlook. the Japanese currency 
also suffered in September from the bank of Japan’s reassertion 
of a dovish stance and its very accommodative arsenal.  

 � trade tensions decelerated after china announced cuts to 
its average trade tariff, which might open up new trade talks 
with the US

 � the September bank of Japan meeting saw no debate 
around it’s easing cycle. Muted inflationary pressures remain 
a conundrum for central bankers

 � Yen collapsed to a respective 4-month low against the euro 
(¥133) and UK pound (¥149), but also a 2-month low against 
the US dollar (¥112.5)  

October risk events and key themes
the recent pick-up of confidence within financial markets should 
be viewed with caution. Given that brexit, NAFtA and US-china 
trade disagreements aren’t completely resolved yet. Several 
emerging markets still show weakness and are vulnerable 
to potential collapse. the yen could quickly return to favour 
amongst traders if market conditions turn sour again. With 
multiple political and economic deadlines in October – brexit 
deal, Italian budget validation, chinese tariff overhaul, first Q3 
GDP readings – markets may face some big market swings.

 � current improvements in market sentiment are not 
necessarily sustainable. confirmation of an ongoing balanced 
risk environment is needed

 � New bOJ forecasts will be scrutinized by market participants 
looking for evidence of an exit from easing policies 

 � Any volatility in global markets this month will likely pave the 
way to an upward correction of the Japanese yen against 
its peers.

GUILLAUME DEJEAN, CURRENCY STRATEGIST – EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA

Source: Reuters, 2018
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cUrreNcY OUtLOOK
CHINA

ECONOMIC DAtA

September review
the US-china trade war continues to dominate the chinese 
yuan market with the cNY driven by the tit-for-tat moves by the 
two countries. 

Last month, the US administration introduced a new 10% 
tariff on USD200bln worth of chinese imports. Later, china 
announced tariffs on US60bln of US imports.   

 � After a significant move lower in 2018, the cNY stabilised 
in September.

 � chinese markets remain stressed. the Hong Kong dollar 
jumped to the highest level since November last year as the 
HKD produced its largest one-day gain since 2003.

 � Market positions had been heavily focused on a weaker HK 
dollar – with the strong greenback a key driver – but these 
positions reached a breaking point on 21 September with a 
significant move to the downside in USDHKD.

October risk events and key themes
Markets are watching china carefully for any signs of its next 
move after beijing said it would introduce tariffs on US imports 
worth US60bln.

chinese premier Li Keqiang said the country wouldn’t devalue 
the yuan to make its exports more competitive in a sign china 
would resist further escalation.         

 � the trade war story might continue for some time. At the 
end of September, media reports suggested china would 
halt trade talks with the US. china was said to believe any 
breakthrough in negotiations will be unlikely before the US 
midterm elections in November.

 � Financial markets remain focused on the USDcNY historical 
level at 7.00. A move above this level could result in a 
significant cNY devaluation.

 � Base Rate: 4.35%

 � GDP: 6.70%

 � CPI: 2.30%

 � Unemployment: 4.00%

 � Trade Balance: $27.9 Bn (USD)

CNY
STEVEN DOOLEY, CURRENCY STRATEGIST – ASIA PACIFIC

Source: Reuters, 2018
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NEW ZEALAND

ECONOMIC DAtA

NZD
September review
the NZDUSD reached new two-and-a-half year lows last month. 

the NZD has been pressured by the US Federal reserve’s 
rate hikes in 2018 while the ongoing trade tensions have also 
weighed on the NZD. 

A stronger second-quarter economic growth result, up 2.7% 
in annual terms, provided some support near the end of 
the month.            

 � the NZDUSD fell to the lowest level since January 2016. 
the NZD fell to the lowest level in 18-months versus the 
Japanese yen and hit three-year lows versus the euro.

 � Dairy prices, a key driver of the NZD valuation, have fallen 
in line with weakness in other commodity markets. the 
fortnightly global dairy trade index has fallen in eight of the 
last ten releases.

October risk events and key themes
In the near term, the NZD is likely to be driven by sentiment 
surrounding the US-china trade war. 

Over the medium term, the next policy move from the reserve 
bank of New Zealand will be the major impetus for the NZD. 

the most recent reports from the rbNZ, announced on 
8 August, forecast NZ rates would stay on hold until the 
December quarter of 2020.      

 � the NZDUSD sees major technical support at 0.6500. 
A break below this level could trigger further losses.

 � NZ inflation, due 26 October, will be the month’s 
major event.

 � Base Rate: 1.75%

 � GDP: 2.70%

 � CPI: 1.50%

 � Unemployment: 4.50%

 � Trade Balance: -$143 M (NZD) 

STEVEN DOOLEY, CURRENCY STRATEGIST – ASIA PACIFIC

Source: Reuters, 2018
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SINGAPORE
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September review
the Singapore dollar has been caught in tug-of-war with the 
currency sharply lower versus the US dollar but much stronger 
versus other major currencies. 

the SGD’s moves this year have seen the local currency 
stronger on a trade weighted basis with a number of analysts 
signalling the SGD is likely to be near the top of the Monetary 
Authority of Singapore’s unpublished trading band. 

this broad strength has seen the SGD stronger versus a wide 
range of currencies – particularly currencies with an emerging 
or commodity focus – and this provides an opportunity for 
buyers of foreign currency.               

 � Like most currencies, the SGD has seen substantial 
weakness versus the US dollar as higher US interest rates 
and trade tensions boost the greenback 

 � the USDSGD climbed to 14-month highs during September. 

October risk events and key themes
the Monetary Authority of Singapore meets this month with 
higher inflation likely to see the local central bank positive on 
Singapore’s fortunes. 

the MAS, which meets on a semi-annual basis, said in April 
it would tighten policy and allow the SGD to moderately 
appreciate. the MAS had previously looked to keep the 
SGD neutral.          

 � Inflation, a key determinant of the MAS’s thinking, climbed to 
a four-year high in September 

 � With the currency strengthening and inflation higher, the 
MAS might look to tighten policy further. Analysts remain 
broadly dived on the likelihood of a MAS move 

 � the MAS is due to make its announcement by 12 October.

 � SIBOR: 1.64%

 � GDP: 3.90%

 � CPI: 1.90%

 � Unemployment: 2.10%

 � Trade Balance: $6.7 Bn (SGD)

Source: Reuters, 2018
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Western Union Business Solutions (WUBS) has based the opinions expressed in this 
communication on information generally available to the public. Western Union 
Business Solutions makes no warranty concerning the accuracy of this information and 
specifically disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from trading decisions 
based on the opinions expressed and information contained in this communication. 
Such information and opinions are for general information purposes only and are not 
intended to present advice with respect to matters reviewed and commented upon.

This communication is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any 
person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, 
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use 
would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject WUBS or its affiliates 
to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. 

This communication has been prepared solely for informational purposes and does 
not in any way create any binding obligations on either party. Relations between you 
and WUBS shall be governed by the applicable terms and conditions provided to you 
before you undertake any transaction with WUBS. No representations, warranties or 
conditions of any kind, express or implied, are made in this communication.

© 2018 Western Union Holdings Inc. All rights reserved.  

ASIA PACIFIC
Australia

In Australia, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union 
Company. In Australia, Custom House Currency Exchange (Australia) Pty Limited 
ABN 95 086 278 659 and AFSL 238290 and/or Western Union Business Solutions 
(Australia) Pty Limited ABN 24 150 129 749 and AFSL 404092 (collectively referred to 
as “WUBS”) is the issuer of the financial products (if any) referred to in 
this communication. 

A Product Disclosure Statement is available for each of the financial products that 
WUBS issues (if any) and can be obtained by visiting our compliance and legal web 
page. Unless we expressly state otherwise any information given by WUBS in relation 
to financial products will be factual information only and does not take account of your 
financial situation, objectives or needs. Because of this, before you act on it (including 
making any decision and/or trading) you should consider its appropriateness having 
regard to your own objectives, financial situations and/or needs. 

Before you decide to acquire a financial product from WUBS you should read and 
consider the relevant product disclosure statement. 

Hong Kong

In Hong Kong, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union 
Company. Services in Hong Kong are provided by Western Union Business Solutions 
(Hong Kong) Limited (company number 1474270 and CE number BGY438) (“WUBS”).

WUBS is a licensed money service operator under the Anti-Money Laundering and 
Counter-Terrorist Financing (Financial Institutions) Ordinance (Chapter 615, the Laws 
of Hong Kong). WUBS is also licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission in 
Hong Kong to conduct Type 3 (leveraged foreign exchange trading) regulated activity.

Risk Disclosure Statements

1. The risk of loss in leveraged foreign exchange trading can be substantial. You may 
sustain losses in excess of your initial margin funds. Placing contingent orders, such 
as “stop loss” or “stop limit” orders will not necessarily limit losses to the intended 
amounts. Market conditions may make it impossible to execute such orders. You may 
be called upon at short notice to deposit additional margin funds. If the required 
funds are not provided within the prescribed time, your position may be liquidated. 
You will remain liable for any resulting deficit in your account. You should therefore 
carefully consider whether such trading is suitable in light of your own financial 
position and investment objectives.

2. Client assets received or held by WUBS or a WUBS group company outside 
Hong  Kong are subject to the applicable laws and regulations of the relevant 
overseas jurisdiction which may be different from the Securities and Futures 
Ordinance (Cap. 571) and the rules made thereunder. Consequently, such client assets 
may not enjoy the same protection as that conferred on client assets received or held 
in Hong Kong.

New Zealand

Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union Company. In 
New Zealand, Western Union Business Solutions (Australia) Pty Ltd, NZ branch 
(company number 3527631 and FSP 168204) (“WUBS”) is the issuer of the financial 
products (if any) referred to in this communication. A Product Disclosure Statement is 
available for each of the financial products that WUBS issues and can be obtained by 
visiting http://business.westernunion.co.nz/about/compliance/. 

Any advice provide in this communication is class (general) advice only and does not 
take account of your financial situation, objectives and/or needs. Because of this, 
before you act on it (including making any decisions and/or trading) you should 
consider its appropriateness having regard to your own objectives, financial situation 
and/or needs. WUBS recommends that you seek personalised (personal) financial 
advice from an authorised financial adviser. 

Singapore
In Singapore, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union 
Company. Depending on the nature and scope of the services, services in Singapore 
are provided by Western Union Business Solutions (Singapore) Pte Ltd (“WUBS 
Singapore”) and/or WUBS Financial Services (Singapore) Pte Ltd (“WUBS FS 
Singapore”) (collectively referred to as “WUBS”).

WUBS FS Singapore is a capital markets services licence holder for leveraged foreign 
exchange trading, and an exempt financial adviser for advising others, either directly 
or indirectly through publications or writings, and whether in electronic, print or other 
form, concerning contracts or arrangements for the purposes of foreign exchange 
trading and leveraged foreign exchange trading (other than advising others by issuing 
or promulgating research analyses or research reports, whether in electronic, print or 
other form, concerning any investment product and advising on corporate finance 
within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Act, Cap 289 (“SFA”).

WUBS Singapore is a remittances licence holder. All payment and remittance 
services referred to in this communication are offered under WUBS Singapore’s 
Remittance Licence issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (“MAS”). WUBS 
Singapore’s service does not include any service under the Payment Systems 
(Oversight) Act 2006.

WUBS is not licensed, registered or authorised, or hold themselves out to be 
licensed, registered or authorised to conduct any regulated activities under the SFA, 
financial advisory services under the Financial Advisers Act, Cap 110, money 
changing business and remittance business under the Money-Changing and 
Remittance Business Act, Cap 187, and any other financial services or activities 
subject to regulatory supervisions by the MAS or any other authority in Singapore, 
save in respect of the specific activities described above for which each entity holds 
a licence or an exemption to conduct such specific activities.

DISCLAIMERS



DISCLAIMERS

NORTH AMERICA
Canada

In Canada, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union 
Company. Services in Canada are provided by Custom House ULC, a company within 
the Western Union Business Solutions division. 

USA

In USA, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union Company. 
Services in the US are provided by Custom House USA, LLC (NMLS ID: 906985) and 
Western Union Business Solutions (USA), LLC (NMLS ID: 907333) (collectively referred 
to as “WUBS” or “Western Union Business Solutions”). For a complete listing of US 
state licensing, visit http://business.westernunion.com/about/notices/. For additional 
information about Custom House USA, LLC and Western Union Business Solutions 
(USA), LLC, visit http://business.westernunion.com/about/compliance/. 

EUROPE
Austria

In Austria, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of the Western Union 
Company and provides services in Austria through Western Union’s wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Western Union International Bank GmbH (referred to as “WUBS” or 
“Western Union Business Solutions”).  

Western Union International Bank GmbH is registered in Austria (company number 
FN256184t), Schubertring 11, 1010 Vienna, Austria. 

Czech Republic

In the Czech Republic, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western 
Union Company and provides services in the Czech Republic through Western Union 
International Bank GmbH, organizační složka (referred to as “WUBS” or “Western 
Union Business Solutions”).

Western Union International Bank GmbH, organizační složka is registered in the 
Czech Commercial Register held by the Municipal Court in Prague, identification 
number 015 55 332, has a registered place of business at Václavské náměstí 62, 110 
00 Prague 1, Czech Republic, and is a branch of Western Union International Bank 
GmbH (registration number 256184t) Schubertring 11, 1010 Vienna, Austria.

Western Union International Bank GmbH is a bank registered on a list of banks 
maintained by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (Finanzmarktaufsicht). 
Western Union International Bank GmbH, organizační složka is registered on a list of 
banks and branches of foreign banks maintained by the Czech National Bank.

France

In France, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union 
Company and provides services in France through its wholly-owned subsidiary 
Western Union International Bank GmbH, French branch, (referred to as “WUBS” or 
“Western Union Business Solutions”).  

Western Union International Bank GmbH, French branch (RCS Nanterre 750 938 094) 
has a registered place of business at Tour Manhattan, 5-6 place de l’Iris, 92095 Paris 
La Défense Cedex, France and is a branch of Western Union International Bank GmbH 
(Registration Number 256184t), an Austrian company whose regsistered office is at 
Schubertring 11, 1010 Vienna, Austria.

Germany

In Germany, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of the Western Union 
Company and provides services in Germany through Western Union’s wholly-owned 
subsidiary Western Union International Bank GmbH, Germany branch (referred to as 
“WUBS” or “Western Union Business Solutions”).

Western Union International Bank GmbH, Germany branch, has a registered place of 
business at Solmsstrasse 18, 60486 Frankfurt am Main, Germany and is a branch of 
Western Union International Bank GmbH (registered in Austria, Registration Number 
256184t, Regsistered Office address: Schubertring 11, 1010 Vienna, Austria).

Italy

In Italy, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of the Western Union Company 
and provides services in Italy through its wholly owned subsidiaries, Western Union 
International Bank GmbH, Italy Branch and Custom House Financial (UK) Limited 
(which does business under the trade name of Western Union Business Solutions). 

Custom House Financial (UK) Limited offers the Online Foreign Exchange service 
(online FX); all other services are offered by Western Union International Bank GmbH, 
Italy branch.

Western Union International Bank GmbH, Italy Branch (Registered Office in Rome: via 
Virigilio Maroso 50, 00142 Italy; Fiscal Code and Companies House Registration 
number: 13068651002; Enrolled in the Bank Register held by Bank of Italy (no. 3446)), is 
a branch of Western Union International Bank GmbH, a company organised under 
Austrian Law (Companies House Registration number 256184t; Registered Office: 
Schubertring 11, A-1010 Vienna, Austria; Corporate Capital: €12.000.000; Sole 
Shareholder (and therefore subject to the direction and coordination activity of): 
Western Union Overseas Limited) and which is a bank registered on a list of banks 
maintained by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (Österreichische 
Finanzmarktaufsicht).

Custom House Financial (UK) Limited (Incorporated in England; Company Number: 
04380026; Registered Office: 12 Appold Street, London EC2A 2AW; Corporate 
Capital £800,001.00; Sole Shareholder (and therefore subject to the direction and 
coordination activity of): Western Union Processing Limited), is authorised by the UK 
Financial Conduct Authority under the payment services regulations 2009 (register 
reference: 517165) for the provision of payment services  

Malta

Western Union Business Solutions is a business unit of The Western Union Company. 
Services in Malta are provided by Western Union Business Solutions (Malta) Limited, a 
limited company registered in Malta (Company Number C22339) with its registered office 
at W Business Centre, Level 5, Triq Dun Karm, Birkirkara By-Pass, Birkirkara, BKR 9033, 
Malta and which is licensed and regulated by the Malta Financial Services Authority to 
undertake the business of  financial services in terms of the Financial Institutions Act. 

Poland

In Poland, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union 
Company and provides services in Poland through Western Union International Bank 
GmbH, Polish Branch (referred to as “WUBS” or “Western Union Business Solutions”). 

Western Union International Bank GmbH, Polish Branch (KRS No: 0000458059, NIP 
No: 1080015316), has a registered place of business at Al. Jana Pawla II 29, 00-867 
Warsaw, Poland, and is a branch of Western Union International Bank GmbH 
(registration number 256184t) Schubertring 11, 1010 Vienna, Austria.

Switzerland

In Switzerland, Western Union Business Solutions is a division of The Western Union 
Company. Services in Switzerland are provided by Rüesch International, LLC (Swiss 
branch), with a registered place of business at Werdstrasse 2, P.O. Box 2063, 8021 
Zurich, Switzerland (referred to as “WUBS” or “Western Union Business Solutions”).

Western Union Business Solutions has based the opinions expressed herein on 
information generally available to the public. Western Union Business Solutions 
makes no warranty concerning the accuracy of this information and specifically 
disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from trading decisions based on 
the opinions expressed and information contained herein. Such information and 
opinions are for general information only and are not intended to present advice with 
respect to matters reviewed and commented upon.

United Kingdom

Western Union Business Solutions is a business unit of the Western Union Company 
and provides services in the UK through Western Union’s wholly-owned subsidiary, 
Western Union International Bank GmbH, UK Branch (WUIB).

WUIB (Branch Address: 131 Finsbury Pavement, London, EC2A 1NT) is a branch of 
Western Union International Bank GmbH (registered in Austria, company number 
FN256184t, VAT Number ATU61347377, with its registered office at Schubertring 11, 
1010 Vienna, Austria), which is licensed by the Austrian Financial Market Authority 
(Finanzmarktaufsicht). WUIB is subject to limited regulation by the UK Financial 
Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of 
WUIB’s regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation 
Authority are available from WUIB on request.

This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and does not in 
any way create any binding obligations on either party. Relations between you and 
WUIB shall be governed by the applicable terms and conditions. No representations, 
warranties or conditions of any kind, express or implied, are made in this presentation. 



GLOBALOFFICES

United States 
tel: 1 866 953 6491 
business.westernunion.com

Canada 
tel: 1 888 987 7612 
business.westernunion.ca

United Kingdom 
toll Free: 0800 096 1229  
business.westernunion.co.uk

Australia 
tel: +612 8001 2100 
business.westernunion.com.au

Don’t let the currency market detract from your bottom line.
contact Western Union business Solutions 
www.business.westernunion.com
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